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Abstract

Twin Parallel Channel Angular Extrusion (TPCAE) is a newly presented
Severe Plastic Deformation (SPD) technique in which two specimens can be
processed simultaneously. This method is capable of processing more volumes
of materials in addition to less energy consumption. In the present work,
stress analysis of tools in this method was conducted using DEFORM 2D
finite element software package. Moreover, in order to compare the results
with the stress configuration in the conventional Equal Channel Angular
Extrusion (ECAE) process in parallel channels, named Single Parallel Channel
Angular Extrusion (SPCAE), stress analysis was also conducted with the same
processing condition as TPCAE simulation. The results illustrate that TPCAE
is a method with lower magnitudes of stress concentrations in the die and lower
overall stress magnitudes in the punch with respect to the SPCAE. In addition,
it was found that on the contrary to SPCAE, there is a symmetrical stress
distribution in the punch and die in TPCAE, bringing about more lifetime for
this method.

Nomenclature
2D Two dimensional σ Effective stress
ε Effective strain σy Stress along Y axis
X,Y Cartesian coordinates dx Linear increment along X axis
x Distance of any increment from the origin b Thickness of the punch
M Moment

Abbreviations
UFG Ultra-fine grained SPD Severe plastic deformation
ECAE Equal channel angular extrusion HPT High pressure torsion
TE Twist extrusion ARB Accumulative roll bonding
SPCAE Single parallel channel angular extrusion SSE Simple shear extrusion
TPCAE Twin parallel channel angular extrusion FEM Finite element method
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, ultra-fine grained (UFG, 100-1000nm)
structures [1] have attracted great interest because of
the unique combination of mechanical properties due
to the role of grain boundaries based on the Hall-Petch
relation [2]. Severe Plastic Deformation (SPD) tech-
niques are the well-known top-down approach to fab-
ricate UFG bulk structures [3]. In these techniques,
intense plastic strains are imposed during particular
metal forming processes without any cross-sectional
changes in the dimensions of specimens [4]. To date,
several SPD methods [5] have been introduced, among
them are Equal Channel Angular Extrusion (ECAE)
[6, 7], High Pressure Torsion (HPT) [8], Twist Extru-
sion (TE) [9, 10], accumulative roll bonding (ARB) [11,
12], and simple shear extrusion (SSE) [13], and multi-
directional forging [14]. ECAE is one of the most pop-
ular ones in which the material is pressed through a
facility containing two channels intersecting at a cer-
tain angle [6]. Several modifications have been carried
out in order to eliminate the limitations of this method,
such as rotary die ECAE [15], the side-extrusion pro-
cess [6], and using a die having multiple passes [6].
ECAE in parallel channels is another development in
which a die facility has parallel inlet and outlet chan-
nels bringing about two shearing events through a sin-
gle pass [16].

Some work was conducted to investigate the flow
behavior in this technique and determine the opti-
mal geometry in the die design, including the intersec-
tion angle of the channels and displacement between
two parallel channels [17, 18]. In a recently published
work by Abdi and Ebrahimi [19], a new development
of ECAE in parallel channels was introduced, named
Twin Parallel Channel Angular Extrusion (TPCAE),
which is capable of processing more volume of mate-
rials and bringing about more tools stability. In that
work, the flow pattern and strain state were investi-
gated experimentally and numerically using Finite El-
ement Method (FEM) analysis. In addition, compari-
son with the conventional ECAE in parallel channels,
named Single Parallel Channel Angular Extrusion (SP-
CAE), from the viewpoint of load needed to accomplish
the processes was conducted [19, 20]. Moreover, the
feasibility of producing UFG bulk structure by TPCAE
processing of aluminum samples was studied in another
work using X-ray analysis [21]. In the present paper,
tool stress analysis during deformation in the TPCAE
process is studied and compared to the SPCAE pro-
cess. According to the comparison of die and punch
stresses between two methods, stability of the tools in
TPCAE method is illustrated more with respect to the
SPCAE method.

2. Materials and Methods

The commercial FEM package, DEFORM 11, was con-
sidered to simulate and study the stress state in the
process. Considering that the material flow was con-
strained laterally in the die and the materials can just
flow longitudinally, the simulation can be considered
in the plane strain state. Therefore, the simulations
were conducted making 2D models. The die details for
both SPCAE and TPCAE methods, as can be seen in
Fig. 1, are considered according to the previous work
[19]. Aluminum specimens with a width of 10mm and
a height of 60mm were considered in the inlet channels,
as shown in Fig. 1. D2 steel was considered as the ma-
terial of die and punch with the elastic behavior defini-
tion for both methods. The friction factor and stress-
strain relationship for the aluminum samples were de-
fined as 0.1 and σ = 106ε0.347(MPa), respectively. 4-
node linear 2D elements were used to mesh the billets,
punch, and die. Smaller meshes are generated at the
punch outer edges and sharp corners of die deforma-
tion zones. The simulations were conducted at room
temperature without considering heat transfer. The
lagrangian approach with the Newton-Raphson itera-
tion method was used in the finite element simulations.
The dies were fixed in any rotation and displacements
along X and Y directions. The punch was kept mov-
ing in the inlet channel for 55mm with a velocity of
0.2mm/s.

3. Results and Discussion

Firstly, two steps of deformation were chosen in order
to investigate the stress analysis of dies and punches
during deformation. The first step, which is illus-
trated in Fig. 2, is related to the die displacement
of 35mm when the occurrence of two shear events by
their passage through rotations of each channel reaches
the steady state. The second step, which is shown in
Fig. 3, is related to the die displacement of 53mm,
which equals the final steps of simulation. Both Fig. 2
and Fig. 3 compare the distribution of effective stresses
imposed on the dies and punches through the process-
ing of the samples in SPCAE and TPCAE methods.
This paper is concentrated on the stress analysis of the
tools; therefore, it is tried not to focus on the stress dis-
tribution in the samples. However, this point can be
mentioned that the maximum stresses in the samples
are made at the shear events in both methods, which
align with the maximum strain magnitudes at both
shear events in any channels. Shear events coincide on
the theoretical shear planes which are considered the-
oretical shear lines in the present work due to the 2D
simulation. The deformed specimens, theoretical shear
planes, and strain distribution in the specimens can be
found in the previous work [19].
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Fig. 1. Processing details and mesh generations of tools and specimens, a) SPACE method, b) TPCAE method.

Fig. 2. Effective stress distribution at the first step (35mm die displacement), a) SPACE method, b) TPCAE
method.

At the first step, the stress imposed on the die in
the SPCAE method (Fig. 2a) is generally higher in
comparison to the TPCAE one (Fig. 2b). In addition,
there is a symmetrical stress distribution in the latter
method concerning the asymmetric distribution in the
former one. Stress distributions at the second step are
limited to the die regions around the deformation zones
(Fig. 3a and 3b). At this step in the SPCAE method,
there is a milder asymmetrical pattern of stress with
respect to the first step. Additionally, there is a nose in
TPCAE in which stress is made due to the movement
of the specimens in the inlet channel, which is obvious

at both steps.
There are some die corners in contact with the sam-

ples at which absolute maximum stresses are made at
both steps and both methods. For further investiga-
tions, some paths are defined from these corners at the
die surface to the depth of the die and stress distri-
butions are determined along these paths. The paths
were placed with 55◦ deviation from the Y axis. Fig.
4 and Fig. 5 show these paths and related stress distri-
butions for both methods at the first and second step,
respectively. For both methods, path 3 is located par-
allel to the inlet and outlet channels in order to better
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investigate the stresses imposed to the die. Approxi-
mately, there are similar trends of stress distribution
in all paths. The maximum stress is made at the sur-
faces of the dies with sudden reductions occurring in

the 5-8mm distance from the surfaces, except in path
3 in TPCAE method due to the different design of this
method.

Fig. 3. Effective stress distribution at the second step (53mm die displacement), a) SPACE method, b) TPCAE
method.

Fig. 4. Effective stress profiles at the first step at different paths, a) SPACE method, b) SPACE method,
c) TPCAE method, and position states of the specimens in the processes and definition of paths for both
methods, d) TPACE method.
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In TPCAE, the samples move in a way that they
are not in contact with a rigid fixed sidewall but with
another sample that moves itself with the other sam-
ple. The samples can have the role of the side wall for
each other since there is not any sliding between them,
leading to the elimination of stress concentration at the
nose tip of the die. Therefore, the stress distribution
at path 3 for the TPCAE method includes very low
stress of 40MPa at the die surface and constant stress
of 120MPa at the nose body (Fig. 4c and Fig. 5c). The
stress magnitudes do not change from the first to the
second step, meaning that the stress state of the nose
tip is stable through the whole stages of deformation
in TPCAE method.

In the first step, the maximum magnitude of stress
belongs to the path 1 in SPCAE method which is
around 240MPa and minimum stress concentration is
not lower than 200MPa (Fig. 4a). On the other hand
in TPCAE method, the maximum stress does not ex-
ceed 200MPa (Fig. 4c). Hence, it can be said that the
maximum stress in TPCAE method is approximately
40MPa lower than the one in SPCAE method at the
first step. This difference reduces to 20MPa at the sec-
ond step, where the maximum stress is near 200MPa

in the SPCAE method (Fig. 5a), while the one in the
TPCAE method is near 180MPa (Fig. 5c). Hence, it
can be concluded that the maximum stress concentra-
tions at the die corners in SPCAE method are higher
than the ones in TPCAE method.

The next point which should be considered is that
there are sudden reductions of stress in SPCAE at the
first step, except for path 1 due to the effect of lateral
pressure imposed by the specimen in the inlet channel,
as illustrated in Fig. 4a. On the other hand, there are
no sudden stress changes along all paths in the first
step of the TPCAE method, as shown in Fig. 4b. The
reason for path 1 is the same effect of lateral pressures,
as well as path 1 in SPCAE. The reason for path 2 and
3 is the existence of the nose beneath the inlet channel,
to which the vertical and lateral pressures of deforming
specimens are imposed. At the second step, the lateral
pressures beside the inlet channels are approximately
eliminated owing to the fact that deficient amounts
of deforming materials have remained in these chan-
nels; therefore, there are sudden stress reductions at
all paths in the SPCAE method (Fig. 5a) and path 1
in TPCAE method (Fig. 5b).

Fig. 5. Effective stress profiles at the second step at different paths, a) SPACE method, b) SPACE method,
c) TPCAE method, and position states of the specimens in the processes and definition of paths for both
methods, d) TPACE method.
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In the latter method, the paths 2 and 3 are the ones
at which there are no sudden changes due to the ex-
istence of the nose in this method. Generally, it can
be said that the stress field is more distributed in the
later method rather than the former one, which is an
advantage of the TPCAE method with respect to the
SPCAE one.

Verification of the stress field results obtained from
the FEM simulation should be conducted in order to
validate the simulation results. Verification can be con-
ducted by the comparison of the experimental and sim-
ulated stress along Y axis, named σy, for the punch
through TPCAE process. Considering the uniform dis-
tribution of the stress throughout the punch, the ex-
perimental stress is calculated by the division of the
experimental force imposed by the mechanical screw
press to the cross-section of the punch. The force dis-
placement curve during deformation presented in the
previous paper can be used since all the details in the
simulation are consistent with that work [19]. On the
other hand, the simulated stress is obtained at the cen-
troid of the punch from FEM simulation. Fig. 6 illus-
trates the comparison of simulated and experimental
stress during deformation.

Fig. 6. Experimental and simulated stress along Y
axis for the centroid of the punch during deformation
in TPCAE method.

As can be seen in Fig. 6, the same trend exists
between the simulation and experiment. There is a
good agreement for the initial steps of deformation.
However, the simulation underestimates the real stress
in the punch for approximately 20 percent in the last
steps. The reason is that in plane strain analysis just
the effect of the friction on the lateral surfaces in the
die has been taken under consideration, while the two
frictional surfaces in the XY plane are eliminated and
consequently, the friction forces produced by these sur-
faces have not been under consideration. However, the
simulation results are reliable since the same trend in
the experiment has been predicted with some deviation

of stress magnitude. Hence, the conducted simulation
can be used for comparison of TPCAE and SPCAE
methods.

For stress investigation of the punch in both meth-
ods, it can be found from Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 that
the overall effective stress magnitudes in the TPCAE
method are around 25MPa (15 percent) lower than SP-
CAE one at the first step. Moreover, the asymmetric
pattern of stress is obvious in the SPCAE method and
the symmetric pattern in TPCAE one.

In the previous work [19], the stability increase of
the punch in the TPCAE method was discussed from
the viewpoint of the moment of inertia and Euler’s for-
mula [22]. From this viewpoint, the increase of punch
cross-section area causes the increase of moment of in-
ertia and increases the critical load above which the
punch collapses. Moreover, it was claimed that the
punch in the SPCAE method has instability because
of the asymmetric stress distribution of underlying ma-
terials causing a bending moment, while the one in
the TPCAE method has more stability because of the
symmetric stress distribution in the underlying mate-
rials compensating the opposite bending moments [19].
Here, this is possible to prove this claim by stress anal-
ysis of the punches in two methods. For this purpose,
the Y component of stress at the second step, which is
approximately the final step of the simulation, is used
to calculate bending moments applied to the punches.
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 illustrate the stress distribution at
the second step along the Y axis in the punch for SP-
CAE and TPCAE methods, respectively.

In the (a) parts of the figures, the absolute magni-
tudes of stress below the punches, and in the (b) parts,
the stress contours over the entire bodies of punches
are illustrated. In the (b) parts, the negative sign of
the stresses shows that these are imposed in the oppo-
site direction of the Y axis. As can be seen, the stress
distribution in the line AB has an asymmetric pattern
and an absolute maximum of 212MPa in the SPCAE
method (Fig. 7a), while the stress distribution in that
line has a complete symmetric pattern and an absolute
maximum of 198MPa in TPCAE method (Fig. 8a).
The stress contours over the entire body of punches
show the more symmetric pattern in the later method
(Fig. 8b) than the former (Fig. 7b).

The accumulation of bending moments applied to
each punch can be calculated as below [22]:

M =

∫
xσy(bdx) (1)

where dx is a linear increment along X axis on the
line AB in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, b is the thickness of
the punch (taken as 10mm according to the reality),
σy is the stress component along Y axis applied to the
line AB, and x is the distance of any increment to the
center of the line AB, named point O here. It is ob-
vious that bending moments applied to the right side
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of point O are clockwise, while the bending moments
applied to the left side are counterclockwise. There-
fore, the more the applied Y stresses have a symmetric
pattern along line AB, the more the accumulation of
opposite incremental bending moments would be close
to zero. The accumulation of incremental bending mo-
ments were determined about 780N.mm and 64N.mm
for the SPCAE and TPCAE methods, respectively.

From the above results, it can be concluded that
the symmetric design in the TPCAE method makes
the symmetric pattern of stress in the materials be-
neath the punch and subsequently, a symmetric pat-

tern of stress in the die and punch. So, not only does
the stability of the punch increase from the viewpoint
of Euler’s formula in TPCAE method, but it increases
because of the symmetric design of this method as
well. Hence, it can be said that in addition to the
aforementioned advantages of the TPCAE method as
a new SPD technique in the previous studies [19, 21],
it brings about more benefits with respect to the SP-
CAE, including lower stresses in the punch and lower
stress concentrations in the die, which are beneficial
for increasing the lifetime of the tools and assisting the
process of industrialization of this SPD technique.

Fig. 7. Y -stress distribution in the punch at the third step in the SPACE method, a) Absolute profile along
AB path, b) Algebraic distribution throughout the punch.

Fig. 8. Y -stress distribution in the punch at the third step in the TPACE method, a) Absolute profile along
AB path, b) Algebraic distribution throughout the punch.
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4. Conclusions

The finite element simulations of TPCAE and SPCAE
methods were conducted in order to investigate the
stress analysis of the tools. It is deduced that TP-
CAE has more lifetime rather than SPCAE according
to the following results:

1. In TPCAE, the effective stress is distributed suf-
ficiently, so that there are stress concentration
points with lower magnitudes in the die, while
the concentrated stress points have higher mag-
nitudes in SPCAE.

2. Overall effective stress magnitudes in the punch
are around 15 percent lower in the TPCAE
method with respect to the SPCAE one. In ad-
dition, on the contrary to the SPCAE method,
a symmetric pattern of effective stress is made
in the punch in the TPCAE method, which is
intensified in the last stages of the process.

3. In addition to the symmetric pattern of effec-
tive stress in the punch in the TPCAE method,
there is also a symmetric pattern of the Y -stress
component bringing about the possibility of com-
pensation of the opposite bending moments im-
posed by two specimens to the punch. On the
other hand, there is one deforming specimen in
SPCAE, causing just one bending moment ap-
plied to the punch, which cannot be compensated
due to the asymmetric design of the process. So,
there is an asymmetric stress distribution of the
Y component in the punch in this method.
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